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Abstract:

The Theremin was an electronic instrument invented by Leo Theremin in 1920. It was a
genuinely unique instrument, built without consideration to contemporary musical standards. Its
innovative potential was quickly ended, however, as the Theremin was contorted to fit within
conventional western musical practice. Using the Theremin, this case study will demonstrate
how western musical conventions arise from habitual consumption.
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Caging the Animal: An Unfortunate History of the Theremin
Music is a concept that exists within the phenomenon of sound. This concept is
constructed through various cultural means that reproduce selected aural phenomena; these
selected phenomena being labelled Music. As cultures and the means to produce sound change,
so does the concept of Music. Within North America the means to produce sound and,
consequently, Music has changed drastically in the 20th century with many scientific explorations
into electricity‟s effect on sound production. However, North American culture had already
begun following a very singular path of what aural concepts fit within the structure of Music.
This led to a conflict between the new aural possibilities found within scientific discovery and
the creative possibilities people‟s perceptions of Music would allow. Through an examination of
the history of the Theremin, a 20th century electronic instrument, the path dependent nature of
Music in the 20th century and the aforementioned conflict will be seen as powerful forces not
only shaping Music but depriving it of aural opportunities never before seen in the age of
electricity and “Ether Music.”
Path dependency was a concept developed by the American Economist Paul A. David.1
Path dependency, when put simply, occurs when an object or idea, with different uses and
abilities, conforms to a single function due to historical events that essentially lock the idea or
object in with that particular function. The purpose of studying such a “path” can show how
social perspectives, rather than an items inherent abilities, conform the said object from one
function to another. As well, since this object is not necessarily functioning based on its potential
but based on popular perception it may be in fact lessening the objects function to improve the
society which perceives it. This is the case of modern music as its function is most commonly
now to be consumed.
1
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If a linguist were to develop an analytical system to study the nature of the English
language as spoken and written from 1600-1900 and then have the presumption to
call the system the totality of an understanding of „English,‟ men of intelligence
everywhere would call him mad... and should someone have the temerity to inform
him that there was English spoken before 1600, and our scholar replied „Well, of
course, there was English spoken before 1600, but people didn‟t really hear that
way,‟ we would doubtless remove ourselves from his presence lest we become mad
as well.”2 (Edward Norton)
The function of music, although many faceted, has mostly become singular. Though
music has the potential for intellectual, scientific and creative experimentation it has become
locked within the single function of being easily recognizable and transferable through a system
that was erected in the 1600‟s. This system that existed between the 1600‟s and 1900‟s,
frequently called the “common practice” period, has come to define quite rigidly the common
man‟s and woman‟s perception of music. It is also interesting to note that the erection of this
system occurred parallel with the ascendance of capitalism and the development of the modern
nation-states of the Western world.
To define this system more it is the era which began creating and producing “key-centred
music.” One reason this system grew so powerful was due to the fact that it occurred during the
imperialistic wave of Western culture. During this time music was seen within an evolutionary
model, one that defined music in deterministic terms. Thusly “key-centred music” was
considered an offspring of the music before it, and the music before that and so forth and had
ultimately reached an “ideal state” where the current paradigm of Music had shed away all
superfluous and erroneous functions within its nature. Thus this current paradigm was less a shift
in Music but a discovery of the “correct attitude”.3
According to Leo Trietler every ideology of music will eventually disintegrate, its
“musical materials... „used up,‟ their potential fully explored, before style can move ahead on the
2
3
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long line of history... the material already introduced has to be shredded down to its constituent
fibres, all its meaning extracted, before new material will seem meaningful.”4 Thus when music
reached the late nineteenth century, this disintegration began to unfold with tonality being torn
apart by excessive chromaticism. However this expected paradigm shift from tonality to its
negation through atonality did not occur. The reason was simply due to tonalities marketability
through ever more concrete perceptions of music. Although these new fundamentals of music
were “interesting” they were not readily available for consumption both emotionally and
intellectually. At this point music had steadfastly gained a single function, to be a consumable. 5
Music is at first born from pitch selectivity, these pitches being chosen to oppose the
chaos of sound. In reality the amount of pitches to be chosen are virtually infinite6 but when we
run our fingers along a piano we bring into play one of the most finite systems of pitch data
created, echoing the original sentiment of shedding off all useless and erroneous musical
material. It is however possible for the average human being to hear over thirteen hundred
different pitches7. No culture in recorded history has ever made use of this however since pitch
selectivity is to reduce the chaos of sound and throughout history human beings have been quite
conservative in doing this. However, as much as music theorists have attempted to create rational
forms from the irrational, pitch selectivity has been most irrational.
There is often a certain teleology that states that Western tonality was born from the
discovery of the overtone series however this is entirely false. When Jean-Phillipe Rameau, who
in his “Treatise de l‟Harmonie”8 discussed among other things the proper tuning system of what
4
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7
Between the areas of 20 Hz and20,000 Hz lies the average human beings aural capacity. Within this structure there
are 1378 just noticeably different pitches. The piano plays 88 of these.
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we hear today, discovered that the true 7th, 11th, 13th, and 14th were out of tune with the already
tempered system of pitches, he completely discarded them. In reality, to allow for the current
system of equal tempered tuning these pitches had to be discarded. The current system of tuning
of course allowed for rapid succession of key centres without having to account for a change in
intervallic relationships but this also eliminated the characteristic qualities found in each key.
It is not only the selection of pitches that have been stripped of possibility but also their
registers. From inspection of the Greek‟s Greater Perfect System evidence has been shown that
some consideration was given to the female voices often higher register however most medieval
notation reveals most registers were fixed around the male voice and then developed upward.
This is not unexpected though as most singers were predominantly men. By the time of the
renaissance these pitches moved higher to account for secular, female voices. This is roughly
where register exploration stopped however. Even the baroque composer, with access to the
finest violins of their time, failed to explore the higher registers of their musical system.
Although even more registers exist today we do here them but they are highly unexplored.
Simply put, the amount of piccolo, contrabassoon, tuba and even bassoon concertos are relatively
scarce.9 Of course, once again, simplicity allows for more rapid consumption, leaving the
consumer in need of more material to consume.
This quality of moving through key centred music within the common, human vocal
range has begun to surround the modern listener. It is because of music‟s durational eminence
however, not its “correct attitude,” that it has become so ingrained in our culture to the point of
habit. The need for habit is of course important because the more a person is introduced to
something the more simple it is to understand but this can lead to a cycle of consumption for the
sake of readily available comfort, rather than gaining understand. This shows largely why
9
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Western tonality has reigned over music in North America; the more available it is, the simpler it
becomes to understand, and the simpler it is to understand, the more rapidly it can be consumed,
which leads to easily attained comfort. It is within this consumerist backdrop that the Theremin,
a genuine breakthrough towards the means of producing sound, is studied.
Lev Terman (anglicised as Leon Theremin, 1895-1993)10, inventor of the theremin (one
of the earliest electronic instruments), was born in St. Petersburg, Russia. By 1914 Theremin
entered St. Petersburg University in the disciplines of physics and astronomy while still studying
the cello at the conservatory. By 1917, the time of the Russian Revolution, he had been working
at Detskoye Selo, the most powerful radio station in Russia until his transfer to the military
radio-technical laboratory in Moscow. 11
In the 1920‟s the Physio-Technical institute was organized, a centre to bring together the
greatest engineers and scientists in Russia. Among these scientists was Leon Theremin and he
was quickly assigned to use radio methods to measure different densities and dielectric constants
of gases at different pressures and temperatures. By using a cathode relay, a device to convert the
frequencies of the gases, Theremin was able to detect the output not with a dial indicator but with
headphones. The instrument thus began emitting sound that not only changed frequencies in
reference to the gas but in reference to the distance between Theremin‟s body and the instrument
as well. Soon Theremin began performing the various repertoires he knew from his music
conservatory training on the instrument thus the first concert of Ether Wave music took place
within the laboratory of its accidental discovery.12 Theremin quickly patented the device that
would later be known as the theremin.

10
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The theremin was a unique instrument in that it was performed without ever physically
touching it. The performer would simply place one hand near a radial antenna and the other near
a side mounted, looped antenna. When the one hand moved closer to the antenna the pitch would
rise, and when it moved away the pitch would fall. The other in turn did the same to control the
volume. The sound of the Theremin was also unique in that it was not produced of the mass
overtones that voice, strings or wind instruments created but in fact mixed two pitches together
to create a pure sine tone, unfound in nature.
In 1928 audiences at the Metropolitan Opera and Carnegie Hall began seeing theremin
performances for the first time in the United States. Not long after, the companies of General
Electric and Westinghouse Electric began producing commercial theremins through the Radio
Corporation of America. On September 20th, 1929, 500 commercial RCA theremins were
shipped all over the United States.13 At this time Theremin had already established a studio for
study and by 1938 there were 700 “thereminists” registered under the musicians‟ trade union, not
the least of which was Clara Rockmore.14
Clara Rockmore was born in Vilna, Russia in 1911 before the area gained its
independence in 1918 and became Lithuania. Clara Rockmore studied violin at the St. Petersburg
Conservatory at the young age of 5, the youngest student ever admitted to the conservatory.
Following the Russian Civil War Rockmore‟s family pulled her from the school to retreat back
to Lithuania. In 1921 the Rockmore family left Lithuania to settle in New York with American
relatives. It was 1928 that she first witnessed the theremin. Although Rockmore was intrigued
by the theremin she continued her studies on violin until she discovered a severe weakness in her
right arm making the violin difficult to play. She discovered that due to malnourishment when

13
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she was young her bones had formed improperly. This new condition stunted her abilities as a
violinist but did not detour her musical abilities and in 1932 she began studying the Theremin
professionally. It was during her early years that Rockmore developed the aerial fingering
technique, the common performance technique used by thereminists to this day. After only a few
lessons from Leo Theremin she began exploring the instrument on her own and soon became
Theremin‟s star pupil until his disappearance in 1938.15
Most the world assumed Theremin was dead after mysteriously being taken away by
Soviet government officials.16 In some older texts his dates are marked as 1896-193817. The truth
of the manner came out more than two decades later when he was released from Russian
imprisonment, having spent most of his time within the walls of a forced labour camp.
Theremin‟s reasons for leaving America were much less dramatic as he left of his own volition
due to piling debt and unpaid taxes, not to mention an expired work visa. He left under guise to
escape these debts and this is what had led to the controversy.
Clara Rockmore continued to play the theremin in absence of Leo Theremin; continually
giving tours and playing public concerts. She had a fairly conservative taste however, opting out
of most romantic music written in the US and playing mostly classical and early romantic pieces
composed by larger names in the musical tradition. Clara Rockmore continued to lead the artistic
study of the Theremin until her death in 1998.18 Most classical recordings of the Theremin before
the 1990‟s feature Rockmore. She has also become the standard of excellence today in terms of
virtuosity on the Theremin. Rockmore continued the popularity of the theremin through her
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virtuosic performances but it was Robert Moog who carried on Theremin‟s innovation of
electronic instruments.
In 1949 a young Robert Moog, only fifteen years old, ordered a theremin kit from a
hobby electronics magazine. Moog quickly assembled the theremin and began creating his own
design for it. By 1951 Moog had developed his own theremin design, a much more sophisticated
version then the one he had ordered through his magazine.19
Moog was similar to Theremin in that he had a passion for scientific research that was
coupled with music theory training, which he received at the Manhattan School of Music
Preparatory Division. By nineteen Moog had published his own article on building his specified
theremin and began the R.A. Moog Company out of his bedroom where he began selling
readymade theremins. Moog sold ten to fifteen units of the model he had developed and by 1954
had sent out a brochure featuring two different models, both more advanced and sophisticated
versions of the old. For the first time in history readymade theremins were available to the
public.20
By 1957 Moog had graduated with two Bachelor of Science degrees from Columbia and
Queens College and began pursuing a Ph.D. in physics at Cornell. While in university Moog
developed two new models of theremin yet again and began selling them out of his apartment.
Moog made a decent enough living on selling theremins that he had no other need for
employment during his university years. 21
After Moog graduated he rented out an abandoned furniture store where he expanded his
business to sell all kinds of electronic instruments. Through this business he met the
experimental composer Herbert Deutsch, who owned one of Moog‟s portable theremins. They
19
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quickly became colleagues and designed instruments. This led to the envelope generator, a
synthesizer that was controlled by a keyboard that could control attack and decay. As he and
Deutsch displayed their new instrument at the Audio Engineering Society convention in the fall
of 1964, it received mass attention and soon they were both receiving suggestions and demands
for the new instrument. Soon the instrument grew into a multi faceted conception built on many
different musicians‟ needs; inherently growing out of supply and demand. Although the sound
and the original process of the theremin is what spawned the company‟s new synthesizer
technology, the new technology overshadowed the theremin, due to its user friendly interface. By
1965 the R.A. Moog Company discontinued all production of its Theremin models.22 The
Theremin began to fade away from the public eye, replaced with electronic instruments capable
of imitating its unique sound while trading its musical potential for the concrete safety of the
piano keyboard. Thus the sound of the theremin lived on in the public‟s ear however, caged
within their aural demands.
The potential of the theremin lies in its novelty. The uniqueness that the instrument
possessed allowed for a change in musical practice, both in performance and composition. With
its lack of a fixed tonality, historical tradition and new sound, the theremin opened a path
towards new innovations in the twentieth century. These features were the making of a possible
musical revolution.
The theremin was developed accidentally and was not therefore created to fit into the
current musical paradigm; even with Theremin‟s background as a classically trained cellist he
did not change the design of the theremin to fit into Western musical principals. This factor, a
large reason for the theremin‟s potential, was also much of the reason why it was ultimately
unaccepted as a commonly used instrument. Although its inherent design escaped much of
22
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Western music‟s traditional tonal system it was often used, quite difficultly, to play classical and
romantic repertoire of the 18th and 19th centuries. As well, most repertory written for the
theremin was still composed within the traditional octave of the Western scale. Furthermore,
many of the theremin‟s chief advocates did not do much to expand the nation‟s idea of its
capabilities.
The Clara Rockmore “Method for Theremin,”23 republished in 1998, describes the
Theremin as “another voice... to interpret real music (bold added by author), not a magic toy for
producing strange and eerie sounds.” This opening paragraph of the method tells the reader very
quickly how absorbed Rockmore is within the Western tonal system; she indicates she has a very
strict idea between Music and sound. Already this shows a sense of conservative thought where
she very adamantly separates the notions of sound and Music and quickly discredits the
theremin‟s ability to reproduce both. She then continues in the manual to suggest piano lessons
to adapt one‟s mind to classical training and as well one‟s ear. Again she encourages the reader
to ignore any potential the theremin has to perform outside of the Western musical spectrum by
first having them conform to the said system. After these introductions Rockmore presents scale
studies to be performed with glissando. These studies describe the position of the hand briefly
but do little to inform the reader of her aerial finger technique until the fifth exercise. As well, all
of the twelve studies further enhance the player to work within the Western tonal system. All
these studies are similar to studies found on string instruments with no mention of microtonal or
“non-musical” sound production. The recommended repertoire is also similar, usually indicating
melodies from voice or violin scores that are “suitable” for the Theremin. Rockmore‟s
conservative sense of music as unrelated to sound is in large part a reason for the theremin being
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lost within traditional Western music, only performed by the most virtuosic and dedicated player,
rather than being allowed to exist within the freedom of sound.
Although Robert Moog played a large part in caging the theremin‟s sound within
Western Tonality there was an even earlier offspring of the theremin named the ondes martenot,
which was invented in 1928. Much like the theremin, the device became synonymous in name
with its inventor, Maurice Martenot. Unlike the theremin, the ondes martenot was not conceived
of accidentally but instead was created to surpass the theremin as an orchestral instrument. It was
the intention of Martenot to create an instrument that both, looked more like a “musical
instrument” and functioned within tonality more easily.24 This was accomplished by adding a
string which attached to the performers finger via a ring. The right hand would move the ring
along the string and the measured distance of the perfomers hand would result in a pitch. The left
hand was left free to press a small, pressure-sensitive key that controlled volume. To accomplish
the task of giving the ondes martenot the status of a “real” instrument it was formed within a
keyboard structure with a piano keyboard backdrop to guide the ring towards tonal pitches. It is
not to say this instrument could not produce the full gradation of the scale; the very first piece
written for ondes martenot used eighth and quarter tones,25however, with the instrument being
built into a keyboard frame with a keyboard backdrop influencing the musician, the freedom that
the theremin had through the novelty of its touch-less interface had begun to be censored. To
date the instrument has “more than 300 (contributing) composers...includ(ing) no fewer than 100
chamber works, 50 operas, 100 symphonic works, numerous ballets, and over 500 incidental
scores for films and theatres.”26

24
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As an instrument, that used the same principals to create the theremin‟s sound but
developed it against the backdrop of a keyboard, it replaced the theremin because it was more
tonally relevant. The ondes martenot began to take the place of the theremin in the film and
symphonic worlds respectively. Although these instruments moved the sound of the theremin
into a more easily tonal realm, there were innovations still to be had.
The ondes martenot resembled a keyboard instrument through its design, however it still
bore the pitch selection principles of the theremin, that of distance being translated to pitch. This
last remaining artefact of the theremin, besides its characteristic sound, was eventually removed
by Robert Moog in exchange for the common keyboard interface. This was achieved through the
Moog synthesizer. As stated before, Moog created his voltage-controlled synthesizer in 1964 and
by 1965 his company mass marketed the device and discontinued its theremin product-line. The
synthesizer however went through many changes before it became cemented into the keyboard
synthesizers today.
The early Moog synthesizers were small and modular, allowing for many different
modules to be linked up or removed from the instrument. Also the voltage could be sent to
different modules and used to control their effects. This early synthesizer developed by moog
was unlike any other as its modular, voltage-controlled interface allowed it to be small and
versatile; soon synthesizers were being called “Moogs,” showing how dominant his design was.
Moog soon added a keyboard interface due to the keyboard‟s symbolic nature and familiarity
within western music culture. Many rock bands, such as the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, and
Emerson, Lake and Palmer, began featuring these synthesizers in the recording studio and on
tours. This coupled with Moog‟s desire to mass market his inventions led to a market that had
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standardized the synthesizer into a keyboard interface.27 Thus, all that remained of theremin by
the end of the 1960‟s was its unique sound;, now only heard within the Western tonal landscape.
The voice of the Theremin is, today, as popular as its interface isn‟t, surrounding the
Western world with only a taste of the potential that was removed from it by Western Music‟s
consumable nature. Although by total accident, the theremin opened a new threshold for music
but within half a century it was imprisoned within eighty eight keys. There was no great
revolution, no changing of the guard, the ends came, like many ends, with a whisper. Music„s
current function of consumption has now consumed all remnants of the theremin and mangled it
amongst its vast repertory of non-complacency. It is in some hope that this paper has help shed
light on the nature of music and the tyranny of the eighty eight keys that have been imposed
upon it. It has never been my intent to discredit such a system but discredit its infallibility. The
landscape of sound is plentiful, well beyond what we as individuals perceive as valid. With the
theremin was not a method to destroy our current paradigm but to corrupt it just a bit, to allow
for new possibilities to creep in when technology began appearing at an alarming rate. Today,
this technological boom has not ceased in the slightest and yet music has not benefitted from this
apart from easier transmission of an already easily transmitted system. There is no one system
that will satisfy all but there is room for multiple systems. No language on the face of earth
covers its entire surface and yet it appears music has become a universal doctrine. There is no
need for one sound to represent the whole of human existence, because the whole of human
existence is in fact quite splintered.
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